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Ericsson launches Wi-Fi calling 
for multi-device 
• Operator voice service coverage extended to millions of Wi-Fi-only devices such as 

tablets and personal computers 

• Consumers can make regular voice calls on personal devices located across different Wi-
Fi networks 

• Wi-Fi calling one way to support voice calling in locations with poor cellular coverage and 
without the use of over-the-top voice services 

Ericsson (NASDAQ: ERIC) today announces the addition of a new functionality, Wi-Fi calling 
for multi-device, to the existing Ericsson Wi-Fi calling solution. This functionality enables 
operators to extend voice service coverage from smartphones to millions of Wi-Fi-only 
devices such as tablets and personal computers, creating value for consumers worldwide 
and bringing operators new business opportunities. 

With Wi-Fi calling for multi-device, consumers can use devices that have only Wi-Fi access 
capabilities to make regular voice calls over any Wi-Fi network. The consumer’s personal 
devices can be located at different Wi-Fi access points anywhere in the world, while their 
smartphone can be on cellular access or any Wi-Fi access point, and consumers can choose 
to pick up calls on any of the devices. 

Calls can therefore be made in locations with poor cellular coverage, such as inside 
residential buildings. In addition, consumers are no longer forced to rely on over-the-top 
voice services over Wi-Fi access. Wi-Fi calling for multi-device is integrated natively in 
devices that support this functionality, meaning that consumers can enjoy an easy-to-use 
and intuitive service. 

Anders Olin, Head of Product Area Network Functions, Ericsson, says: “While natively 
integrated Wi-Fi calling in smartphones has been commercially available for some time, both 
consumers and operators can benefit from extending this functionality to multiple devices. 
We are excited to launch Wi-Fi calling for multi-device, which is a clear example of how 
Ericsson’s technology leadership is helping to create differentiated user experiences.” 

Ericsson has added the new Wi-Fi calling for multi-device functionality to the existing 
Ericsson Wi-Fi calling solution. The Ericsson offering comprises product support in Evolved 
Packet Core (EPC), IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), User Data Management (UDM) and 
OSS/BSS, as well as system integration services. The functionality is verified and tested 
end-to-end towards device brands that support this service.  
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The Ericsson solution supports multiple options for call set-up use cases, such as 
simultaneous calls on several devices and transfer of ongoing calls between devices. These 
can be enabled on any device type in line with device ecosystem developments.  

It is expected that the first operators will commercially launch Wi-Fi calling for multi-device 
services during 2015. Ericsson supported the world’s first commercial Wi-Fi calling launch 
and has since supported numerous operators in launching native Wi-Fi calling for 
smartphones. 

Further information on the Ericsson Wi-Fi calling solution can be found here.  

A recent Ericsson ConsumerLab report reveals consumer attitudes towards native Wi-Fi 
calling and can be downloaded here. 

 

NOTES TO EDITORS 

Download high-resolution photos and broadcast-quality video at www.ericsson.com/press 
Ericsson is the driving force behind the Networked Society – a world leader in 
communications technology and services. Our long-term relationships with every major 
telecom operator in the world allow people, business and society to fulfill their potential and 
create a more sustainable future.  

Our services, software and infrastructure – especially in mobility, broadband and the cloud – 
are enabling the telecom industry and other sectors to do better business, increase 
efficiency, improve the user experience and capture new opportunities.  

With approximately 115,000 professionals and customers in 180 countries, we combine 
global scale with technology and services leadership. We support networks that connect 
more than 2.5 billion subscribers. Forty percent of the world’s mobile traffic is carried over 
Ericsson networks. And our investments in research and development ensure that our 
solutions – and our customers – stay in front. 

Founded in 1876, Ericsson has its headquarters in Stockholm, Sweden. Net sales in 2014 
were SEK 228.0 billion (USD 33.1 billion). Ericsson is listed on NASDAQ OMX stock 
exchange in Stockholm and the NASDAQ in New York. 
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www.ericsson.com/news  
www.twitter.com/ericssonpress 
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